NILAA
REACT DEVELOPER

CAREER OVERVIEW

Experienced and professional Frontend
developer with 2 years of experience in
developing applications in both Mobile
and Web application. Have acquired an
ability to collaborate with team
members and project manager remotely
with good communication and problem
solving skill. An enthusiastic team player
with good communication, analytical,
presentation and interpersonal skills.

COMPETENCIES
CORE:
React JS
Next JS
Javascript
PROFICIENT:
CSS
HTML
React Native
BASIC:
Vue JS

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND
BACHELORS IN INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT, TRIBHUWAN
UNIVERSITY

CONTACT

Tel: +31(0)168 476 144
mail@grafi-offshore.com
www.grafi-offshore.com

PERSONAL PROFILE
Analytical, Self - Motivated and Enthusiastic
Proactive and Flexible
Critical Thinker, Creative and Problem Solver
Openminded and Adaptability
Excellent communication skills
Team Player and Good Collaboration skills

EXPERIENCES – 2 YEARS
Experienced as Frontend Javascript developer using
framework such as react js, nextjs ,react native .
Developed leave management system using react native.
Developed E-commerce web portal using next js framework.
Designed mobile application integrating figma design.
Developed inventory management system using react
framework.

PROJECTS COMPLETED
7 months - Developed a gallery portal in which contributor can
sell their product which can be video, image , vector and the
buyer can buy these product by subscribing to the portal.
Subscription can be done by paypal which is implemented in
the system. Admin can have a control over showing the
contributor's content to the portal. This portal was made using
Next Js.
10 months - Developed an HR Management Software to keep
track of employee's attendance, their leaves, montly reports,
their yearly reports, time card , user attendance chart, check
in and checkout to the system, update profile, get alert
notification before and after the check in/checkout time
specify by the company. This software was made using React
Native.
5 Months - Developed an Inventory Management System
which allow the inventory operator to track the product
incoming and out going manually , give an alert message if the
inventory get into reorder point. This system was created on
core React.
2 months - Developed hotel booking system where we can
book hotel on the basis of date, price, facilities like number of
bed availability in room, swimming pool facilities. Implemented
project in react redux for global store before it was implement
on getter setter. Modified design and theme colors. Added
favorite hotel slider and like unlike button for hotel. Created
image slider view where user can view hotels in full screen and
slider to view more hotels. Modified search bar design,
maintained cache to store data locally in browser.
1.1 Years: Zwijsen Semsom

